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Yawn... Yet another new iPad p51
Android Roundup p53

X-Pro1 - upping the ante of street p60
PSA Notice: Dreadful Dr. Dre p63

PASSION
RENEWED X10

FUJIFILM’S NEW ADVANCED
COMPACT BRINGS

SEDUCTION TO
THE TABLE

WHY BRING THE X10 HOME TO MEET MOM
She has the intellect and attractiveness that combine into 

a fantastic personality in a svelte little package. Your 
mom’s nightmares of you dating a 100-pound gorilla are 

now officially over. Break out the champagne.
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Ever dreamt about meeting someone a 
little on the svelte side? Fujifilm’s charm-
ing and bright-eyed X10 will surely catch 
your eye.

From the very moment you lay your eyes on her, look 
deeply into her eyes and hold her, you know you are 
in love. You simply cannot wait to take her out to 
town – She is one of the most beautifully-made 
advanced digital compact cameras you will meet.

Laying your eyes on her
They say that beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder. 
Given the popularity of retro-chic digital cameras on 
the market, Fujifilm not only managed to recreate a 
classic retro look for the X10 but also gave her the 
aesthetic of a compact rangefinder sporting a black 
magnesium alloy body.

In the presence of her hundred-pound plus-sized and 
unhealthy cousins, X10 attracts you with her diminu-
tive and quiet sensibility that discerning individuals 
long for – Is it just a guise? Does she possess the 
intelligence, colour, and sense of humour that will go 
the distance?

Looking deeply into her eyes
The X10 features a bright-eyed lens which allows you 
to capture a wide variety of images in different 
situations and compositions. This same lens allows 
for those lovely portraits with blurred out back-
grounds and soulful low-light street photography 
images.

The X10 sports the Fujifilm EXR sensor technology – 
Fujifilm’s unique method of increasing dynamic range 
and image quality. This technology is capable of 
producing 12 mega-pixel images in the standard 
mode and 6 mega-pixel images in the EXR mode.

What is the benefit of shooting in EXR mode? 
Imagine your normal bed sheet with a thread count of 
500 – it is smooth to touch. Now, imagine an EXR 
version of your normal bed sheet with a thread count 
of 1,000 – it is silky smooth and luxurious. The 
concept is the doubling of the details and colour 
information within a fixed resolution, producing an 
image that is superior in quality in these aspects.

Now that you have determined that she has the inner 
beauty, do you feel comfortable with her natural 
curves and lines? 

Holding her
The X10 fits easily in your hands while giving you a 
free run all over her mock leather textured metallic 
body. The weight is slight, yet conveys a solid 
confidence which anorexics can’t seem to exude.

The X10’s mechanical zoom-ring lens is manually 
driven and its natural motion is smooth and deliber-
ate, akin to the professional-grade lens systems of
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1
COMPASS MENU

Familiar function wheel
placed strategically for

easy accessibility.

{ DETAILS }

3
BATTERY & MEMORY

The compartment is solidly 
constructed for durability. 

Compatible with SD, SDHC, 
and SDXC memory cards.

2
AF DIAL

Advanced modes for
focusing selection - single, 

continuous and
manual focus.
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Beautiful genes run in the rangefinder
family, with her venerable cousin,
the Nikon SP. Be honest. She looks way better than her cousin.

To view the full gallery online, visit http://db.tt/rAg2Yowd

her DSLR cousins – a far cry from the fiddly zoom 
buttons of typical consumer digital compacts.

The X10’s pop-up flash, activated by a small 
button on the left of the optical viewfinder, is so 
discrete and understated that you actually forget 
that it exists – a fact not improved by the 
extremely bright lens which allows you to take 
low-light photographs without bumping up the ISO 
sensitivity.

In line with the advanced digital compact concept, 
the X10’s dials and buttons are in-depth and 
considerately arranged for easy identification and 
functionality – a warm welcome to those who are 
upgrading from lower-end consumer digital 
compacts and those who have a history of using 
full-featured DSLR systems.

The X10’s function wheel is a tactile mystery. 
While the wheel’s compass-centric functions are 
typical, the affirmative MENU/OK button some-
times seems to require varying amounts of pres-
sure to prod her into action – at least from what 
was evident from the review unit. A minor flaw in 
all honesty – after all, the perfect woman is a 
purported myth.

She’s got the looks, she got the moves... but is 
she all she’s cut out to be?

Taking her out to town
Taking the X10 out for the day was an extremely 
pleasant experience. Her diminutive size and 
discrete packaging allows for quick and fast shots 
of subjects without anyone noticing. Her controls 
are easy to get used to and you find yourself 
wanting to explore more.

While viewing the images taken by the X10, one of 
her biggest flaws is the LCD monitor. You will 
have some difficulty in viewing the monitor under 
harsh lighting and the resolution of the LCD does 
not give you a good accuracy of the sharpness of 
the actual images.

Once you take the images out of the X10 and 
display them in your iPad or some viewing device, 
you will get a pleasant surprise. The colours are 
simply jaw-dropping and gorgeous, courtesy of 
Fujifilm’s EXR technology. Once you have seen 
the images you will begin to realise that beautifully 
coloured and punchy images are possible, 
untouched by the usual Photoshop treatment.

She’s a keeper, alright!
After a wonderful day with her, you realise that the 
Fujifilm X10 is indeed the one to bring home and 
cherish, despite the flawed LCD monitor. I know I 
did.

}}JUST X10 AND ME

MEET HER COUSINS} }
LOVE Classic retro look. Extremely bright and fast
lens. Colours are jaw-dropping. Light and discrete for 
street photography.
HATE Some buttons require more pressure than 
expected. Dated LCD screen.
T3 SAYS An excellent retro-chic advanced digital 
compact camera.

price

website

sensor

lens

image stabilisation

LCD monitor

dimensions / weight

verdict

rating

from S$999

fujifilm.com.sg

12M EXR CMOS

28-112mm (equivalent)
f/2.0-2.8

Lens-shift

2.8” LCD (TFT)
460K dots

117x70x57mm
Approx. 350g

A retro advanced
compact with beautiful
colours let down by an
older generation LCD
monitor.

FUJIFILM X10 CANON Powershot
G1 X

Nikon Coolpix P7100

from S$999

canon.com.sg

14.3M CMOS

28-112mm (equivalent)
f/2.8-5.8

Lens-shift
Intelligent IS

3.0” swivel and tilt LCD
(TFT)
920K dots

117x81x65mm
Approx. 3534g

The heaviest advanced
compact in the 
comparison, lifted by its
image stabilising
technology and larger
sensor.

from S$799

nikon.com.sg

10.1M CCD

28-200mm (equivalent)
f/2.0-5.6

Lens-shift
Vibration Reduction

3.0” flip-out LCD (TFT)
921K dots

116x77x48mm
Approx. 395g

The longest zoom lens
in the comparison, limited
by a slow aperture and
older sensor technology.
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}}RIVALS
Which girl would you bring home to meet mom?

Optional hood prevents lens flare and allows
for 52mm filters to be attached.


